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Editor’s introduction 

 

Hola to all my readers. This issue is somewhat late as we have recently returned from our 

annual visit to meet the family, mostly in the area of Wisbechistan. Although the weather was 

kind to us I did not enjoy driving on some of the roads. Even the motorways had large 

potholes, needing increased concentration. It was a relief to get back to Spain with its empty 

motorways in relatively good condition. Some interesting articles for your delectation in this 

issue. I hope you enjoy them. 

 
Leonard Hewitt 
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Chairman's Report  
 

After almost 14 years of writing reports for the Flyer I have difficultly knowing what new to 

include without sounding like I am repeating myself.  However, now that summer in Spain 

has finally arrived and pullovers are securely wrapped away for the next few months – shorts 

have started to make an appearance, hide the white legs gents - I can ask you to reflect on a 

very busy and productive Spring.  
 
The Branch remains in good heart, although the continued unsettled financial circumstances of 
Sterling, associated with the yet unknown outcome of BREXIT discussions remains the cause of 
considerable unease amongst our expatriate community.  However, I think that we should be 
buoyed by the recent announcement by the British and Spanish governments that every effort 
would be made to safeguard the rights of British people resident in the EU Zone – what that means 
remains unclear!!  
  
On the other hand, recruitment of new members to the Branch continues, but only just keeping pace 
with losses through visits by the Grim Reaper and those returning to the UK; I’m never quite sure 
which of the 2 is the worst!!  Having visited the UK a couple of times already this year, I return to 
Spain with mixed emotions.  England is still, in the main, a very beautiful land, but we seem to be 



eroding that unique British spirit and pride.  There is little doubt that Spain has its problems, but it 
still feels like a haven after spending a week in the UK.  
 
As many of you already know, in May Margaret and I visited that wonderful Holiday Camp, known 
colloquially as Yarnfield Conference Centre.  The purpose of the visit was to attend the European 
Area Conference and the Association Annual Conference.  Additionally, as Area Chairman, I also 
attended our Area Council meeting and a meeting of Area Chairmen.  This was a very busy few days 
for both of us, and Margaret having to use a wheelchair throughout the visit only added to the 
potential problems.  At this point I should like to heap praise on the staff of Alicante Airport who 
look after the disabled passengers – their care and attention whilst looking after Margaret from the 
time we arrived at the airport to the point where she was sitting in her aircraft seat was outstanding.  
I regret that same level of care was not so evident when we arrived at East Midlands where 
Margaret was looked after until Passport Control when we were abandoned – Margaret in a 
wheelchair, 2 carry-on bags and a large suitcase to collect made life very interesting for a while, but 
we managed.  During our return journey both East Midlands and Alicante staff were extremely 
helpful. 
 
Our Area Conference was extremely busy with presentations by Dr Bryan Pattison on our proposed 
local Area Variations to the new RAFA Governance Handbook - which were to be approved by RAFA 
Council on the Sunday - and Vikki Hall, the recently appointed Director of Governance and Risk, who 
spoke regarding her first few months in post and what she understood to be her role in the 
Association.  Vikki also spoke on her understanding of the risks as she saw them of impending 
BREXIT.  We were also delighted to meet and welcome the new Scotland, Northern Ireland and 
Overseas Areas Welfare Officer Maria Crombie.  Unfortunately, only 12 European Area Branches 
were represented, which was probably more a reflection on the venue rather than the conference 
itself.  Also absent was our Area President, AM Philip Sturley, who was lecturing at a Senior Military 
Staff Officer’s course at the UK’s Defence Academy, Shrivenham.   
 
Although 2 Resolutions were scheduled to be considered by the European Area Conference, one, 
dealing with membership renewal dates, was withdrawn following discussions with the Secretary 
General that lead to an agreeable solution.  The resolution that was considered by the Conference 
was proposed by the Costa Blanca Branch and referred to the problems being experienced in the 
payment/receipt of membership and Wings rebates.  After some debate, it was agreed that the Area 
Council would write to the Chairman of Council requesting a dispensation for European Area 
Branches whereby the Area would return to its previous well-tried system for the payment of 
subscriptions to HQ – an appropriate email was sent early after the conference and a reply is 
awaited. 
 
The European Area Conference was also informed of a Review into the current practice of the Area 
holding 2 conferences each year.  This would be an in-house Review to question and, if appropriate, 
justify the 2 conferences – or otherwise. 
 
The Association Annual Conference started early on the Saturday morning and was completed by 
close-of-play Saturday afternoon.  The reason for this brevity was that the Sunday was to be taken 
over with a RAF100 Commemoration Service to be held at the National Memorial Arboretum, which 
Margaret and I also attended.  In addition to the usual Conference Reports, the Delegates were 
required to consider just 3 resolutions – a revised system for voting on conference matters; the 
requirement for all individual UK Branches to register as Charities with the Charity Commission and 
the removal of the requirement for Area Councils to inspect all Branch Accounts in their respective 
Areas.  Margaret voted in accordance with the guidance given by our Branch meeting and all 3 
resolutions were agreed.    



 
Back to Branch matters.  We have been very busy over the past few months, particularly on the 
social front.  Our RAF100 Dinner Dance was a success, although I would have liked to have seen 
more people attending, but the Easter weekend got in the way which resulted in around a dozen 
people who could not attend.  Notwithstanding the lower numbers, the Branch managed to collect 
over €2.500 towards our Wings Appeal. Thanks to a wonderful donation of €2000 from the Masonic 
Home of Valencia Association and an excellent raffle and Name The Bear competition organised by 
Sue McNae.  Branch members also spent a couple of days with our colleagues in the Costa Blanca 
Branch helping them celebrate the RAF100 Anniversary.  It was also good to see several of our 
members celebrating St Georges Day and Her Majesty’s Official Birthday with our friends from the 
Royal Society of St George.  Moreover, some of us helped the Costa Blanca Branch of the Aircrew 
Association celebrate their 30th anniversary. 

 
 
On behalf of the Branch, Mick and Maggie Dennis and Margaret and I were invited to a Garden Party 
at the British Ambassador’s residence in Madrid on 19th May to celebrate the wedding of HRH Prince 
Harry and Ms Meghan Markle.  Whilst there, I collected on behalf of the Branch a certificate 



awarded by the Ambassador in recognition of our outstanding contribution to the local community 

in Spain.  Excellent recognition for the work undertaken by the Branch.  Well done to you all. 
 
We are now entering the slightly quieter summer period when, due to the heat, visitors and 
‘Swallows’ we reduce our activities.  However, I hope that you will be attending the Branch 
Anniversary BBQ and I shall look forward to seeing you all there. 
 
Bob Hunt 
Chairman 
 
 
 
 

RAF100 CELEBRATIONS ON THE COSTA BLANCA 
 
Throughout 2018 members and ex-members of the Royal Air Force will be celebrating the 100th 
Anniversary since the formation of the RAF, the first independent Air Force in the world, having been 
formed by combining the personnel and equipment of the Royal Flying Corps with those of the Royal 
Naval Air Service on 1st April 1918, at the height of the Great War.  In a fitting tribute to its wonderful 
legacy since 1918, the 100th Anniversary was celebrated in excellent style by members of the North 
Costa Blanca Branch of the Royal Air Forces Association, some of whom had managed to squeeze 
into their Mess Dress uniform, and their guests at the Canor Restaurant, Teulada, on Saturday 31 
March – although the celebration lasted until after midnight when a grand toast was made on the 
actual date of the 100th Anniversary.  
 
The evening started with a Cava Cocktail following which everyone was welcomed by the Branch 
Chairman, Wing Commander Bob Hunt, MBE.  An especial welcome was given to 2 serving airmen 
who attended, Flight Sergeant Toni Moya, Assistant to the Defence Attaché in the British Embassy in 
Madrid, and Sergeant David Williams, from the RAF Engineering Team attached to the Tactical 
Leadership Programme at the Spanish Air Force Base in Albacete.  Representatives from the local 
branches of the Rotary Fellowship and Royal Society of St George were also welcomed as was 
Colonel Max Maxwell, Chairman of the Costa Blanca Branch of the Aircrew Association.  However, a 
special welcome was reserved for Mrs Jenny Hart, President of the Masonic Home of Valencia 
Association and the Association’s Treasurer, Mr Hugh Parker, who presented a cheque for the 
magnificent sum of €2,000 in support of the RAF Association’s Wings Appeal Collection.  In thanking  



Jenny and Hugh for this donation, Bob Hunt advised that over the past years the welfare demands 
on the RAF Association had increased significantly with the need to administer to an aging ex-Service 
population and that the money would go to very worthwhile charitable causes. 
 
After the welcome, the diners enjoyed an excellent meal provided by the staff of the Canor 
restaurant.  The meal was followed by the Loyal Toasts and excellent short speeches and toasts on 
the past, present and future of the RAF were given by Wing Commander Cameron Gair, RAFA Branch 
President, and Flight Sergeant Toni Moya.  The toasts were followed by the drawing of the raffle 
tickets for the very good prizes that were on offer, and the conclusion of the ‘Name the Bear’ 
competition, the latter being won by Toni Moya with the name Robert – the RAF Association Teddy 
Bear was heading for a new home in Madrid.  The raffle and the naming of the bear competition 
jointly raised an exceptional sum of €535, which would also go towards the RAF Association’s Wings 
Appeal. 
 
After the formal part of the celebration, the remainder of the evening was spent dancing to music 
provided by the Swing Sextet, an element of the famous Rommy Baker Big Band.   
 
A cheque for €2,000 presented by Jenny Hart and Hugh Parker of the Masonic Home of Valencia 
Association to Sue McNae, Wings Appeal Officer for North Costa Blanca Branch of the RAF 
Association, with Branch Chairman, Wing Commander Bob Hunt, MBE. 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 Bob Hunt 
 

 

Quiz night 

 
On Wednesday, 18 April, 31 members and guests met at the Bar Nou, Senija, for a test of 

knowledge or not. After an excellent meal of fish and chips the following quiz was won by 

the usual suspects, the McNaes and friends.  The also usual boos ensued. The raffle organised 

by Sue McNae raised 76 euros.  

 

 Leonard Hewitt 

 

May I Have Your Vote Please?                                  

 

Most people associate the word 'Eurovision' with the annual Song Contest, but it actually 

refers to the Network Operations Division of the European Broadcasting Union, which is a 

union of the public service broadcasters in the European Area, as defined by the ITU, (the 

International Telecommunications Union). The European Area includes the whole of Europe 

and Russia west of the Ural Mountains, plus all the countries around the Mediterranean Sea. 

Transmitter frequencies within this area have to be coordinated to avoid interference. 

 

The 1962 Eurovision Song Contest was located in Luxembourg and it was adversely affected 

by mains failure at the origin, which lasted about 15 minutes. Thereafter, we always ensured 

that a diesel generator on site could take over at the origin if the mains supply failed. 

 

The biggest technical coordination challenge of the Song Contest in those days was the 

voting sequence. We did not have a direct voting circuit from each participating country. We 

had a network of voting circuits routed via the CICTs, (Centre International de Coordination 

Technique) in each country. In April 1962, I drew up a list of the voting circuit switches 

required at the CICTs after each vote had been given, which became a standard document for 

future Song Contests. 

 

As the Technical Voting Coordinator, I was normally located at the origin and connected to 

the Eurovision Control Centre by a Technical Coordination Circuit (TCC), but I also had 

microphone access to the International Sound Reserve network, by which means I could 

establish contact with each Jury Secretary one vote before they had to give their vote on air. 

Once I had established contact, I would say to the Jury Secretary, “Please listen now to the 

Main International Sound and give your vote when requested by the presenter.” 

 

This worked fine until the year when the Song Contest was held in Dublin and the Yugoslav 

Jury Secretary was located in Pristina. (The former regions of Yugoslavia took it in turn to 



provide the Yugoslav Jury Secretary). When I asked the Jury Secretary in Pristina to listen to 

the Main International Sound and give her vote when requested by the presenter, she 

answered, “I don't have it,” meaning that she did not have a feed of the Main International 

Sound. This happened just after the presenter had asked her to give her vote, so the audience 

and millions of viewers thought she did not have the Yugoslav vote, causing much laughter. I 

realised what was happening, so I then repeated on the International Sound Reserve 

everything the presenter said on the Main International Sound, whereby the Yugoslav Jury 

Secretary in Pristina responded as though she could hear the presenter. That was the closest 

we ever came to losing a country's vote! 

 

Nowadays, individual video/audio satellite circuits are established from each voting country 

directly to the origin, so viewers can hear and see each jury secretary giving their vote, which 

is clearly a better and more reliable system. 

 

Most of the international transmissions coordinated by the Eurovision Control Centre, (now 

located in Geneva), are either sports events or news items. People take it for granted that they 

can watch international football matches live, wherever they take place, and viewers in any 

country can watch news items from around the world. This is thanks to the availability of 
geostationary satellites, international fibre-optic cables and the people who coordinate all 

these facilities. It does not happen by magic! 

 
 Brian Flowers 

 

ALBACETE AIR SHOW 

On May 12 the Spanish Air Base at Albacete held an Air Show for the public. It came down to just 

four of us, Jane and Ed Morley and Celea and myself from our RAFA branch that went in Ed's car. It 

turned out to be a great day. After a pleasant drive to Albacete we just followed the traffic to the air 

base to find it very well marshalled and we were conveniently directed to a parking spot. 

It was a short walk through security to enter the air base and start our visit. There were 

fighter/bomber jets from 8 Air Forces on static display namely from Spain, France, USA, UK, Poland, 



Germany, Belgium and Italy. The picture below shows the line of the flying display aircraft 

comprising Eurofighter Typhoon, Harrier AV8B, Mig 29, Rafale, Mirage and F18. 

 

  

We strolled along the line up of the static display aircraft which was a real thrill for me seeing live 
jets again, brought back fond memories. The highlight came when we arrived at RAF contingent 
which was a couple of 8 Sqn Tornados and crews from RAF Marham, they didn’t fly in the display, but 
we had a great chat with the crews. They were very interested in asking us what the RAF was like in 
our days and similarly us asking them about today’s RAF. They had been to RAF Akrotiri many times. 
They said the Squadron disbands next year, the end of the Tornado as the new F35 Lightning II arrives 
at RAF Marham later this year to form up 617 Sqn.  

We then arrived at the end of the static display and had a chat with the Polish Air Force guys who 
were selling souvenirs and we couldn't resist buying a Mig 29 cap! As well as the Mig 29 they had 
also brought along a CASA C-295 transporter. 

Shortly afterwards the noise started and the flying display commenced with a Spanish F18 Hornet 
going through its paces. Next was the Polish Mig 29 and to actually see it do its stuff was amazing, it 
can almost hover in flight. For the remainder of the flying display we saw a pair of French Mirages 
and a Rafale, a Spanish AV8B and a Eurofighter Typhoon. First time I had seen a Typhoon in flight 

and it too was pretty impressive, good job really as it's the UK's main line of defence! For me it was 
great to see the Harrier AV8B fly, it brought fond memories for me. Well satisfied with our day we 
had a nice drive back and stopped off for a coffee at some remote village. 

 

 



 
 
Michael Greenstreet 
 
 
 

 

 

 

The Coronation 
 

    I grab my coat and slam the door, 

I'm off, fed-up with homework bore, 

Then on the bus, “Excuse me Ma'm, 

You're sitting on my bread and jam. 

 

I take the tube to Leicester Square, 

Then down the Mall - I'm almost there. 

The Queen is on the balcony, 

She gives a wave - yes just for me! 

 

Then home to bed I make my way, 

It's been a most amazing day, 

And when I'm old with greying hair, 

I'll tell my kids that I was there. 

  

 

Brian Flowers – 1953 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
Forthcoming events 
 
Flying day, Muchamiel. Postponed 
Branch Anniversary, Bull and Bear, Benitachell, Thursday 21 June, 1830 
Treasure hunt, Gandia. Postponed 
Evening get together, Rusty's restaurant, Benitachell, Thursday 19 July 1900 
Battle of Britain lunch, Pepe's restaurant, Alcalali, Saturday 15 September 
 

Contact 

All articles (ideally electronically and not locked or copy protected!) and good quality photographs, which you 

own or have publishing rights, to the Editor: 

Leonard D Hewitt 

Email: rafancbbflyer@gmail.com  Tel: 965 973 459 

Next Deadline:  Items no later than 1 August 2018  please 

RAFA NCB Branch:   rafa-ncb.org.uk 

 

Useful Information 

 
Police & Fire 

National Police  091  

Fire Service   095  

Electricity (Iberdrola)  901 202 021 

Hospitals 

Dénia Hospital (La Jara)   966 429 000  

Help Desk Dénia Hospital   966 429 346 

Emergencies 112 

Pedrera Hospital (Dénia)  965 579 700 

Alicante General   965 938 300 

Universitario Valencia   961 622 300 

Help Organisations  

Help of Dénia & Equipment   966 427 044  

Hospital de Villajoyosa   966 859 800 

Dénia Emergency Equipment    966 427 044  

Other Information  

Help of Dénia Interpreters   966 427 044 

British Consulate   965 216 022  

Help of Benidorm    607 387 040 

Help (Benidorm) Equipment   663 495 396 

Help of Campello & San Juan    965 638 259  

Alicante Airport    966 919 000 

Valencia Airport   961 598 500 

http://www.rafa-ncb.org.uk/
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